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homologue of a gene known to cause a cleft like abnormality
in the mouse." Similarly, two unrelated cases of CL/P with
translocation breakpoints at lOpl3 have now been descri-
bed, making this another area of potential study.'2
The identification of a major locus is unlikely to be the

end of the story. CL/P is almost certainly heterogeneous
with other modifying genes playing some part in the de-
velopment of a cleft. Also environmental factors, such as
maternal phenytoin ingestion, are known to predispose to
facial clefting, and it is possible that some continuous traits,
such as face width, play a part.

The practical implication of the present research is the
identification of individuals with a genetic predisposition to
facial clefts. Prenatal diagnosis, with a view to termination
of an affected fetus, tends not to be an issue in this condi-
tion, which is essentially amenable to surgical repair. Many
couples do currently take up the option of a detailed ultra-
sound scan at about 18 weeks of pregnancy, as a non-
invasive means of detecting the anomaly during pregnancy,
and this allows them to prepare for the birth of an affected
child.
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Adrenoleucodystrophy
There are few diseases more tragic than adrenoleucodystro-
phy (ALD). In a typical case a boy of between 5 and 9 years
of age starts to have behavioural problems, difficulty with
school work, becomes forgetful, and has problems finding
his way about. He often appears to have difficulty in seeing,
but is not obviously blind. He then starts to have further
problems with memory and language. Within weeks or
months the situation progresses so that he has some degree
of unsteadiness, becomes incoordinated, and starts to fall.
Still later on in the course of the disease his vision obviously
becomes worse, and optic atrophy may be noted. He may
become ataxic, dysarthric, and hemiparetic, and he starts to
dement clearly. Seizures, often focal, are a late feature of the
condition, but often within a year tragically the boy
becomes bedridden and death usually ensues from inter-
current infections or complications of seizures within two to
three years.

Although a number of early cases described as Schilder's
disease' (encephalitis periaxalis diffusa) may have been cases
of ALD, the first clear description of what we now know to
be ALD was by Siemerling and Creutzfeldt.2 Sometimes the
name Addison-Schilder's disease has been applied in the
past. Addison's name was added because occasionally these
boys may develop dark skin pigmentation (melanoderma)
associated with adrenal hypofunction and occasionally go
into adrenal crisis. They may present with Addison's disease
and then develop the ALD picture later on or vice versa.
Over the past 10 years we have begun to understand much
more about the nature of the disease, its pathology, and
underlying metabolic and molecular abnormalities. As yet
there is no effective treatment, although some dietary trials
are in progress.3
From a clinical point of view there are a number of

variants. The most common variant is the childhood form
described above. The condition may present in a similar
form in adolescence and progresses in much the same way,

although the whole process is slower. The condition may
also present as a slowly progressive spastic paraparesis
which is associated with adrenal dysfunction, so called
adrenomyeloneuropathy,4 here too the paraparesis may pre-
cede the Addison's disease. Occasionally an adult may pre-
sent with a dementia. Although the disease is usually prog-
ressive, some patients have phases when the illness plateaus.
Moser and Moser have given a very complete description of
clinical variants.5
The full blown disease appears to be confined to males.

There is often a family history of affected boys to suggest an
X linked pattern of inheritance. Although female carriers
are usually asymptomatic, some have clinical symptoms.6
What is typical of ALD is that there can be a great deal of
variation of clinical severity, not only between families but
within one family. One member of an extended family could
have adrenomyeloneuropathy, another Addison's disease,
and a third classical ALD.

Recently the underlying defect has been shown to be a
disorder of peroxisomal metabolism.7 Peroxisomes are sub-
cellular organelles performing a variety of functions includ-
ing peroxidation (whence the name derives), the synthesis of
plasmalogens which involves acyl CoA:dihydroxyacetone
phosphate acyltransferase (DHAPAT), degradation of bile
acids and the break down by beta oxidation of very long
chain fatty acids.8 Peroxisomal disorders have come into
prominence recently as the main cause of the Zellweger's
group of diseases in some forms of which peroxisomes are
absent.9 10 In ALD peroxisomes are present but there is a
single peroxisomal enzyme defect now thought to be
lignoceryl CoA synthetase." The biochemical findings in
ALD have now been well worked out and include a rise of
very long chain fatty acids, particularly C26:0, C24:0, but
no rise of bile acid intermediates, nor a deficiency of
DHAPAT.'2 What is even more unusual than the variation
within a family is that asymptomatic siblings of a propositus
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may be shown to have the full biochemical defect without
necessarily going on to have clinical symptoms. In some
cases the siblings remain symptom free up to the age of 50 or
60 years.5 The biochemical defect as far as we can determine
is a marker for a predilection to the disease, but it does not
necessarily mean the subject will clinically manifest symp-
toms, nor does it predict the severity of the disease. The site
of the gene is apparently in the Xq 28 position and close to
the gene for red/green colour blindness (so there is close
linkage between the two conditions). The best genetic probe
available is Stl4 (which detects the locus DXS52) but even
this does not predict the clinical picture. Prenatal diagnosis
has been attempted using a combination of biochemical and
molecular methods.'3 14
One postulation has been that some other extragenic fac-

tor, for example an immune factor, precipitates the clinical
expression of the disease at a particular time in the indi-
viduals with the biochemical predilection. There is some
support for this in the fact that cerebrospinal fluid protein is
increased and oligoclonal bands are clearly present in some
cases.

Obligate hemizygotes (carrier mothers) show a rise of
very long chain fatty acids, although not as high as in
affected males, and even though clinically normal may show
signs on magnetic resonance imaging.'6
The pathological picture in the adrenal glands shows crys-

talline trilaminar inclusions due to long chain fatty acid
esters. 17 Postmortem studies of the brain in ALD show the
cortex is usually intact but the centrum semiovale is repla-
ced by large areas of grey to brown translucent tissue. It is
common to have a bilateral symmetrical demyelination in
the parietal-occipital region. The histopathology shows
demyelination and sclerotic lesions with loss of myelinated
axons and oligodendrocytes. Diffuse infiltrations and large
perivascular collections of mononuclear cells are frequently
seen. The radiological picture is one of a leucodystrophy
showing a characteristic aSppearance on both computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, which is par-
ticularly noticeable in the occipital regions with enhance-
ment of the internal capsule. As the disease progresses so
does the radiological picture from the caudal to the rostral
position. Concentrations of plasma adrenocorticotrophic
hormone are usually raised and a tetracosactrin test is often
abnormal even in the absence of any clinical evidence of
Addison's disease.'9 Neurophysiological studies show evi-
dence of a demyelinating peripheral neuropathy, possibly
slow waves on the electroencephalogram and reduced visual
evoked responses from the occipital cortex. The electroreti-
nogram is normal but brain stem evoked responses may be
abnormal.20 In what way exactly the abnormality of meta-
bolism of the peroxisomes gives rise to the leucodystrophy is
unknown.
From the management point of view there is little that can

be done, apart from symptomatic and supportive treatment,
especially nursing towards the preterminal phase.2' 22
Treatment of the adrenal hypofunction may be necessary
but does not alter the overall neurological course. Anticon-
vulsants of course may be of value and so may antispastic
agents. Three cases have been reported in which bone mar-
row transplantation has been said to arrest the course of the
disease.23 24 It has been postulated that the transplant might
be effective by overcoming an immune response rather than
replacement of any specific enzyme defect. Neither
immunosuppression25 nor plasmapheresis5 alone appear to
be effective.

It as been known from the work of Van Duyn et al that a
diet low in long chain fatty acids alone cannot significantly
reduce the plasma concentrations of very long chain fatty
acid.26 More recently Moser et al3 and Rizzo et a127 have also
shown that the ingestion of both erucic acid and oleic acid

may reduce the C26:22 fatty acid ratio to normal values. It
was the father of a patient who took the initiative and sug-
gest the use of a combination of erucic acid and oleic acid in
a ratio of 1:4 (known as 'Lorenzo's oil') as a possible treat-
ment. It has been shown that a combination of Lorenzo's oil
and a diet low in very long chain fatty acids is effective in
reducing plasma long chain fatty acids ratios to near normal
concentrations within about four to six weeks of starting the
special diet. What is not yet known is whether this has any
long term beneficial effects, although there is anecdotal evi-
dence that this is so. The diet is reasonably well tolerated,
no major side effects have been detected to date, but there
may be a fall in platelets in the early phase.
One of the many problems involved in trying a potential

treatment is the question of treating biochemically affected
but clinically normal patients. How justified is it to put
them on a diet for a long period if they have no clinical
signs, and how long should one try this? Is it worth trying
the diet in the advanced case to see if it will arrest the
condition?
ALD is a rare disease and at present there is very little we

can apparently do. Therefore it behoves us to try and show
with a properly conducted trial, with clinical, biochemical,
dietetic, and psychological monitoring, whether or not the
treatment has any benefit. It is certainly unlikely to be the
last word but it is the only thing (other than marrow trans-
plant with all its attendant risks) we can offer at the
moment. Whether gene therapy will ever have a part to play
we do not know, but in the meantime the least we can do is
to try and ascertain whether there is some value for these
unfortunate boys and their families with this form of treat-
ment. A word of caution-this is not approved treatment. It
is a proposed treatment and at the present moment, despite
the harrowing problems, we feel families should not be
encouraged to 'go it alone' with this treatment without being
part of a properly monitored trial.
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